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Ab initio quasiparticle band structure of ABA and ABC-stacked graphene trilayers
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We obtain the quasiparticle band structure of ABA and ABC-stacked graphene trilayers through ab initio
density-functional theory (DFT) and many-body quasiparticle calculations within the GW approximation. To
interpret our results, we fit the DFT and GW π bands to a low-energy tight-binding model, which is found to
reproduce very well the observed features near the K point. The values of the extracted hopping parameters
are reported and compared with available theoretical and experimental data. For both stackings, the self-energy
corrections lead to a renormalization of the Fermi velocity, an effect also observed in previous calculations on
monolayer graphene. They also increase the separation between the higher-energy bands, which is proportional
to the nearest-neighbor interlayer hopping parameter γ1. Both features are brought to closer agreement with
experiment through the self-energy corrections. Finally, other effects, such as trigonal warping, electron-hole
asymmetry, and energy gaps, are discussed in terms of the associated parameters.
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Graphene, a two-dimensional sheet of carbon atoms in
a honeycomb lattice, has attracted a lot of attention of
the scientific community in the last few years due to its
unique electronic properties, which lead to several potential
applications in nanoelectronics [1,2]. However, since graphene
is a zero-gap semiconductor, much of the current effort is
directed in finding ways to open a gap for use in electronic
devices. In particular, one way to do that is to consider
graphene stacks, where a number of layers are stacked on
top of each other with a particular arrangement. Much work
has been done on bilayer graphene, where it was found
that a tunable gap can be opened through application of
an external electrical field or through doping [3–6]. In light
of recent experimental progress, graphene trilayers are also
attracting increasing attention, revealing electronic properties
that depend on the stacking order of the three layers. The
two most important stackings are ABA (Bernal) and ABC
(rhombohedral), which are shown in Fig. 1. For ABA stacking,
the low-energy π bands are predicted to consist of a set of
monolayer and bilayer-like bands, with linear and quadratic
dispersions, respectively [2,7,8]. Therefore, this trilayer is
expected to show mixed properties from these two systems,
which were already observed experimentally [9]. In the
presence of an external electrical field perpendicular to the
layers, these bands hybridize and a tunable overlap between the
linear and parabolic bands is introduced [10,11]. In contrast,
for ABC stacking, the low-energy bands consist of a pair
of bands with cubic dispersion, which are very flat near the
Fermi level. The large density of states associated with this
behavior indicates that many-body interactions might play
a crucial role in this case. In fact, there are already a few
works in the literature investigating the possibility of different
competing phases in this system, such as ferromagnetic
order [12], charge and spin-density waves, and quantum
spin Hall phases [13], and even superconductivity [14,15].
Moreover, an external electrical field breaks the inversion
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symmetry of this trilayer and induces a tunable band gap, in a
similar fashion to bilayer graphene [7,11,16] and also observed
experimentally [17,18]. We also point out that a similar type of
dispersion and an associated quantum critical behavior were
observed on a very different system, namely, the Laves phase
of Nb1+cFe2−c [19,20].

In this work, we report first-principle calculations for
ABA and ABC-stacked graphene trilayers, employing density-
functional theory (DFT) [21,22] and many-body quasiparticle
corrections within the GW approximation. Following the
framework of Hybertsen and Louie [23], our calculations
are done in two steps: First, a mean-field step is performed
(DFT in our case), where the wave functions and energy
bands are evaluated and stored. Then, in the next step, the
quasiparticle corrections to the DFT energies are calculated
within the GW approximation to the electron self-energy,
by using the DFT energies and wave functions [24]. In our
calculations, the DFT step is carried on using the local-density
approximation (LDA) (Perdew-Zunger) approximation for
the exchange-correlation functional [25], Troullier-Martins
pseudopotentials for the electron-ion interaction [26], and a
plane-wave basis set to expand the wave functions, with an
energy cutoff of 60 Ry, as implemented in the QUANTUM

ESPRESSO package [27]. The theoretical lattice constant for this
pseudopotential is a = 2.45 Å and the interlayer distance is set
to the experimental value of graphite, d = 3.35 Å. We also use
a vacuum region of 10.0 Å in the direction perpendicular to the
layers in order to avoid interaction between periodic images.
In the second step, the many-body calculations are performed
following the scheme described below, which is implemented
in the BERKELEYGW package [28]. For the calculation of the
dielectric matrix in reciprocal space, we use an energy cutoff
of 9.0 Ry and a coarse 40 × 40 Monkhorst-Pack K-point
sampling [29] with 200 unoccupied bands for general q points
away from zero and a fine 160 × 160 grid and 15 unoccupied
bands for q → 0. This matrix is first evaluated in the static limit
by using the random-phase approximation and then extended
to nonzero frequencies by using a generalized plasmon pole
model. The self-energy operator � is evaluated in the same
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Arrangement of carbon atoms on the ABA
(left) and ABC (right) graphene trilayers. Atoms belonging to the A
and B sublattices of each layer are represented by yellow and black
spheres, respectively. The red dashed lines indicate the tight-binding
parameters included in the model used to fit our first-principles results
(see text).

coarse grid. In this step, the Coulomb interaction is truncated
in the middle of the vacuum region of the slab. Finally, the
band-structure plots for the LDA and GW bands are generated
along high-symmetry lines by using Wannier interpolation, as
implemented in the WANNIER90 package [30].

The results of our calculations are shown in Fig. 2, where
we compare the LDA and GW band structures in the energy
range of the π bands. For both calculations, we see that the
band structures share the same qualitative features. For ABA
stacking (left), the band structure near the Fermi level consists
of a superposition of a pair of nearly linear bands, resembling
those of monolayer graphene, and two pairs of parabolic bands,
resembling those of bilayer graphene. However, unlike single
and bilayer graphene, both sets of bands have small band
gaps, due to the lack of inversion symmetry (or, equivalently,
A-B sublattice symmetry) in this trilayer. There is also a
small offset between the linear and parabolic bands. The
values of the gaps at the K point and energy offsets for
LDA and GW are reported in Table I, where they are also
compared with recent experimental data. The agreement is
good, especially for the energy offset. The GW gaps are
systematically larger than the corresponding LDA gaps, which

FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparison between the LDA (black
lines) and GW (red lines) band structures obtained from our
calculations for ABA (left) and ABC (right) stacking. The Brillouin-
zone path is along the M-K-� directions from left to right, and it is
centered in K. The Fermi level is set to zero in all cases, both in LDA
and GW .

TABLE I. Energy gaps and energy offset (meV) of the monolayer
and bilayer-like bands in the ABA-stacked trilayer. The offset
is defined as the energy difference between the middle of the
two gaps.

LDA GW Exp. [9]

Monolayer gap 12 35 7
Bilayer gap 17 32 14
Offset 22 21 25

is a common trend observed in GW calculations [23], and they
are also larger than the experimental values. Possible reasons
for this discrepancy are the unavoidable residual doping and
substrate effects present in experiments, which tend to enhance
screening and decrease the quasiparticle gap. We also point
out that, although the LDA gaps seem to agree well with the
experimental values, such an agreement is only fortuitous. It is
well known that DFT underestimates quasiparticle gaps, even
if the exchange-correlation functional was known exactly [31].
Another important effect of the quasiparticle corrections is the
renormalization of the Fermi velocity, which is visible from the
increase of slope of the linear bands in GW when compared
to LDA, a feature also observed in previous GW calculations
in monolayer graphene [32–34].

For ABC stacking (right), the band structure is very
different from the previous case. Near the Fermi level, there is
a pair of bands with cubic dispersion, which are very flat near
the K point. Moreover, in contrast with ABA, the ABC trilayer
does have inversion symmetry, so the valence and conduction
bands touch at the Fermi level. Due to the presence of a gap
at the K point, these bands touch at three equivalent points
located along the M-K lines, where the dispersion is roughly
linear. Further away from the Fermi level, there are two pairs
of parabolic energy bands.

Next, we fit the calculated ab initio π bands to a low-energy
tight-binding (TB) model in order to extract the parameters that
best describe the quasiparticle band structures. The hopping
parameters included in our model are shown in Fig. 1, where
the red dashed lines indicate the atoms connected by them.
Atoms belonging to the inequivalent A and B sublattices are
represented by yellow and dark spheres, respectively. Follow-
ing common notation, γ0 is the nearest-neighbor intralayer
hopping and γ1 is the nearest-neighbor interlayer hopping,
connecting atoms that are right on top of each other in adjacent
layers. These two parameters are sufficient to describe the main
differences observed in the band structures, such as the type of
dispersion of the low-energy bands and their separations. The
other parameters, also shown in Fig. 1, describe finer details
and follow from a generalization of the Slonczewiski-Weiss-
McClure (SWM) model of bulk graphite [35], and we use the
same definition and sign convention for the parameters that
are common to this model, which is extensively discussed in
the literature [7–10,16]. Another parameter, δ, not shown in
Fig. 1, corresponds to the onsite energy difference between
nonequivalent carbon atoms: High-energy sites correspond
to carbon atoms on top of each other (connected by the γ1

hopping) and low-energy sites correspond to carbon atoms on
top of hexagon centers in adjacent layers. Finally, we point out
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparison between the quasiparticle
bands (black lines) and the corresponding adjusted TB bands (red
lines) for ABA (left) and ABC (right) stacking. The path is the same
as in Fig. 2, and the Fermi level is set to zero in both cases. Fitted
parameters are shown in Table II.

that surface effects are neglected in our TB calculations, since
they were found to be very small in previous calculations on
the ABA trilayer [10].

We employ the least-squares method to fit the TB bands
to either LDA or GW π bands from our calculations, thus
obtaining the set of parameters that best describes them. Since
we want to describe the details of the bands near the K point
(such as the small energy gaps), only K points within a radius
of 0.02 2π/a from the K point are included in our fits. The
comparison between GW bands and TB bands is shown in
Fig. 3. We can see that the TB model describes very well the
features observed in our calculations, even outside the radius of
the fit. The fitted parameters are reported in Table II. Different
sign conventions are used in the literature, so we explicitly
indicate when a different convention is being used. For both
stackings, the quasiparticle corrections increase the value of
γ0, renormalizing the Fermi velocity (v0 = √

3γ0a/2) by about
28% in the ABA trilayer and 24% in the ABC trilayer, with
respect to the LDA values. The GW value is in agreement with
previous GW calculations on monolayer graphene [32–34]

and with the experimental value for the monolayer [36]. The
parameter γ1, which is associated with the distance between
the higher-energy bands and the Fermi level, is also increased
by the quasiparticle corrections. In the absence of electron-hole
asymmetry, these bands have energies ±√

2γ1 for ABA and
±γ1 for ABC stacking at the K point [10].

We now discuss in detail the effects of the remaining TB
parameters to the band-structure features. The parameter γ3

causes a trigonal distortion of the low-energy bands. As can
be seen in Fig. 3, in ABA stacking, the parabolic bands have
four energy minima: one at the K point and three along the
equivalent �-K lines. In our model, this is consistent with
a positive sign for γ3 [37], in agreement with bulk graphite
and bilayer graphene. In ABC, γ3 has a similar effect and
is also positive, but there is an additional distortion caused
by γ2, as we discuss below. The parameter γ4 is responsible
for a small electron-hole asymmetry in the bands. The ABA
values for this parameter agree better with the experimental
value from Bernal bilayer graphene than with the experimental
value for this trilayer [5,9] (Table II). On the other hand, the
ABC values appear to be overestimated, since the TB bands
show a larger asymmetry than predicted by LDA and GW ,
especially outside the range of the fit. This could be related
to an insensitivity of the fit to this parameter; that is, since γ4

changes the curvature of the bands and they are mostly flat in
the range of the adjustment, the curvature change may be not
correctly reproduced outside that range.

The remaining parameters have quite different roles for
each trilayer. For ABA stacking, the parameters γ2, γ5, and δ

describe the inequivalency between A and B sublattices and
are responsible for the opening of small band gaps in the
linear and parabolic bands, also introducing an offset between
them. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the TB model reproduces very
well these features and the adjusted parameters are in good
agreement with values from the literature. For ABC stacking,
the parameter γ2 also opens a gap between the cubic bands at
the K point, but the presence of inversion symmetry prevents
the full opening of a band gap in this case. Hence, γ2 also
induces a trigonal distortion, shifting the touching points of
these bands from the K point to three points at the equivalent

TABLE II. Tight-binding parameters (in eV) obtained from our calculations (LDA or GW columns) and comparison with values from the
literature, both theoretical and experimental. Wherever no value is shown, the corresponding parameter is either not applicable to that case or
is set to zero. σ (in eV) is the standard deviation (error bars) of the adjustment inside its range.

ABA ABC Bilayer Graphite
Parameter LDA GW Exp. [9] LDA GW Theor. [16] exp. [5] exp. [35]

γ0 2.590 3.306 3.100a 2.577 3.188 3.160a 3.000a 3.160
γ1 0.348 0.414 0.390a 0.348 0.415 0.502 0.400 0.390
γ2 −0.043 −0.060 −0.028 −0.024 −0.041 −0.017 – −0.020
γ3 0.283 0.242 0.315a 0.290 0.323 0.377b 0.300a 0.315
γ4 0.162 0.152 0.041 0.196 0.287 0.099b 0.150 0.044
γ5 0.024 0.052 0.050 0.019 0.126 – – 0.038
γ6 – – – 0.004 0.084 – – –
δ 0.010 0.012 0.046 0.001 0.023 0.001b 0.018 0.050c

σ 0.002 0.006 – 0.002 0.006 – – –

aThis parameter was not obtained in this reference; it was set to a value from the literature.
bThe sign of this parameter was changed from the original reference in order to match our convention.
cδ should not be confused with � = δ + γ2 − γ5 = −0.008 eV, a similar parameter used in graphite.
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M-K lines. This is consistent with a negative sign for γ2 in our
model, in agreement with the ABA trilayer and graphite. On
the other hand, the parameters γ5 and γ6 do not have any visible
effects on the ABC band structure in the range considered, so
they can be safely discarded in the description of the low-
energy bands, as was done previously [16]. Nevertheless, we
include in Table II the values given by the adjustment for
future reference, but we stress that they could be also affected
by insensitivity. Note that the ABC value for γ5 cannot be
directly compared with the values for ABA and graphite, since
they have different definitions and roles. The parameter δ also
plays a small role in the ABC trilayer, introducing only a small
electron-hole asymmetry in a similar fashion to γ4. This could
explain why the LDA value is smaller than the corresponding
value for ABA, in agreement with the value obtained in a
previous DFT calculation [16]. On the other hand, the GW

value is larger than the corresponding ABA value, which could
indicate either a larger asymmetry of the bands or again an
insensitivity of the adjustment.

In conclusion, we have studied the quasiparticle band
structure of ABA and ABC trilayer graphene within the GW

approximation. The π bands obtained from these calculations
were fitted to a TB model and the corresponding parameters
were extracted. This model is found to reproduce very well the
observed features in all cases, such as the type of dispersions
and energy gaps. The fit parameters show a good agreement

with available data from graphene bilayers, trilayers, and
graphite, and finer details of the bands are also correctly
reproduced by them in the range of the fitting. The main effects
of the quasiparticle corrections are the renormalization of the
Fermi velocity and the increase of the separation between
the higher-energy bands, where both bring theory to closer
agreement with experiment. Therefore, we expect this work to
provide future reference for studies on graphene trilayers and
other stackings, which can reveal more interesting properties
and applications.
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